In seeking to understand the kinds of film viewers who responded to our survey, we asked participants to choose a label which came closest to describing themselves, selecting one from among the following: 'casual/occasional film viewer' , 'film fan' , 'film student/scholar' , 'following particular kinds/genres of film' , 'keeping up with new interesting releases' , or 'film expert/professional' . Overwhelmingly, the most popular self-categorisation was 'film fan' , as seen in With 456 of our 1125 participants describing themselves in this waymore than the two next most popular categories combined -this strong trend bore further investigation. As Mark Jancovich notes, fans by definition rely on the ability to create the sense of distinction:
'which separates themselves as "fans" from what Fiske has rather tellingly referred to as "more 'normal' popular audiences" (Fiske 1992) . In other words, in fan cultures, to be a fan is to be interesting and different, not simply a "normal" cultural consumer ' (2002: 308) .
Following this sense of what it means to be a fan, we began a more detailed exploration to identify notable examples of fannish activity. Question 10 of our survey gave participants the opportunity to discuss instances where they could offer a sense of distinguishing their Alien activity from that of others, by reflecting on moments where they had engaged with Alien beyond the film itself, into the extended universe of its action figures, graphic novels, video games, and novelisations. Asking people whether these extratextual, paratextual, or transmedial properties had any impact on appreciation of the film allowed an insight into the impact of Alien's collecting and consumption culture on viewers' responses to the primary text. In a move away from Abercrombie and Longhurst's (1998) taxonomy of audiences, which places the casual consumer away from the productive fan, our initial thoughts instead considered the fannish connotations of collecting popular cultural merchandise (Geraghty, 2014) .
Two responses in particular illustrate a strong fannish engagement with Alien, and offer a number of examples of being able to illustrate activity and responses to the film through a lens of fan theory. First:
